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QUESTION 1

BASIC authentication for HTTP authentication is universally understood but has the disadvantage of passing username
and password in BASE64 encoding.What technology could be used to encrypt the BASE64 encoding and thus secure
BASIC authentication for all web browsers and all Internet users? Choose the best answer. 

A. SSH 

B. IPsec 

C. SSL 

D. IKE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A direct attack on a database system is one that attacks what? 

A. The application code of the database system. 

B. The data residing on the database tables. 

C. The web front-end to the database 

D. The first user account created on the database server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following SQL injection scripts would attempt to discover all usernames on the table users beginning with
Ad? 

A. SELECT *FROM* WHERE username =AD* 

B. OR 1=1; SELECT username FROM users WHERE username LIKE ad%:

C. SELECT name FROM Master..sysxlogins 

D. OR 1=2 WHERE name is like AD%

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

One of your clients has been the victim of a brute force attack against their SSH server. 
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They ask you what could be done to protect their Linux servers.You propose the use of IP Tables (the built in kernel
firewall) to limit connection attempts to protect their servers.You agree with your client to limit connections to the SSH
port to a maximum of only three trials per minutes consideirng there is only one administrator who has a valid need to
connect remotely onto this port. 

If the threshold of three connectors is exceeded,the attacker will have to wait for another 60 seconds before it will
resume allowing connections again. 

Which of the following IP Tables entry would meet your clients needs? 

A. iptables-A INPUT -p tcp -dport 23 -m state -state NEW -m recent -update -second 60 -hitcount4 -rttl name SSH -j
DROP 

B. iptables-A INPUT -p tcp -dport 22 -m state -state NEW -m recent -update -second 60 -hit count3 -rttl name SSH -j
DROP 

C. iptables-A INPUT -p tcp -dport 22 -m state -state NEW -m recent -update -second 60 -hitcount4 -rttl name SSH -j
DROP 

D. iptables-A OUTPUT -p tcp -dport 23 -m state -state NEW -m recent -update -second 60 -hitcount4 -rttl name SdSH -j
DROP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Clement is someone who greatly enjoys fishing. 

Clement recently visited a web site that is very proactive in its attempt to save marine life. 

While on the site he downloaded a disobedience kit where his free CPU cycle can help contribute to the noble cause of
saving the rainbow trout from extinction. Which of the following terms best describes Clements activity? 

A. Compulsive Fishing 

B. Hacktivism 

C. Green Peace 

D. Crackering 

Correct Answer: B 
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